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Mlrohde: I made this stand out of PVC pipe for less than $10. I think it turned out
cute.
I used 1 1/2 inch PVC pipe. I don't think it would matter what size you chose. i used
2 cross like connectors, I don't remember what they were called and 6 end caps and
a 5 ft section of PVC pipe. I just cut the pipe in approximate lengths of a 2 year old
and assembled it. I cut a hole in one of the caps and the base and assembled that
with a bolt and nut. It is a little wobbly because the cap is rounded. I may try to find
a flat cap. I haven't tried, but I hear rubbing alcohol will remove the words. It also
makes a great bicycle for a 2 year old-or maybe a horse.

Then AmandaNMV made this one:
Wasn't it fun? I made one too because I was tired of not having any way to display
my clothes. Here's a pic of mine. The idea originally started when I wanted "hair" to
display my hair bows and thought well, I might as well add a body too.

Here are some intermediate pictures:

I used 1/2" PVC pipe. The OP version is much simpler but like I said I had originally
started out just wanting a head with hair for bow display and then decided to build
the body to go with it. I wish I would have made it just a big bigger. It's about a size
2T...The outfit in the pic I posted is a size 2T outfit.

Then Hilary got in the groove:
I did mine slightly different:

DH went to town with this. He used PVC for the base, with a couple of elbow joints,
so he didn't have to figure out how to attach it to a nice board (he said mine is the
lazy man's version!) He also drilled holes, so there is a dowel that I can stick through
to adjust the height of the pants hangers. And excuse the mismatched dollar store
clips, they are now real matching clothespins
Another thing he did was cut two different widths for the shoulders, so I can swap
them out for different sizes, and they have coordinating wider dowels. He also made
a longer top piece that I can put on to put up a hood or whatever.
Like I said, he went to town. But the bill at Lowes was less than $10 and it was done!
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